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Introduction
This is the ninth and last paper of this unit and is one of four similar Source Enquiries. 
Each follows a similar pattern. However the Work of the Historian makes slightly different 
demands and has a different focus from Question 5. Generally, all that changes is the 
context provided by the evidence used and the particular focus of the questions. As with 
other units the quality of candidates’ responses and allocation of effort to questions carrying 
a higher tariff has improved each series. 

This series, the paper focused on the Peasants’ Revolt of 1381 and the role played in it by 
Richard II. There is clear evidence that candidates responded more effectively with more 
recent topics than in earlier ones such as the Styal Mill or wartime evacuation in World 
War 2. Using a medieval topic however caused problems to many candidates. The usual 
standbys for evidence diaries, newspapers, films and interviewing the dead did not quite fit. 
Without doubt this topic was seen as problematic by many candidates in terms of responses 
to Question 5. In many responses anachronisms were the order of the day. Responses 
to questions 1-4 were however often well done. As in other units of this paper there 
were fewer blank questions and responses to Question 5 were often weak but generally 
attempted. Some of the work seen was encouraging especially where candidates were 
able to deploy appropriate knowledge of their own about possible problems in gathering 
evidence and suggesting evidence that would help resolve these problems. Some responses 
to Question 5 were excellent at demonstrating both additional recalled knowledge and 
considerable ability applying it.

There were more encouraging responses at the very top of levels of most questions though 
far fewer at the top of Level 4 of Question 5. Evidence-based skills and ability to use sources 
were often better deployed than the candidates' own knowledge of the work of historian. As 
in previous series, WOTH candidates often did better responding to questions 1-4 than did 
candidates in other units. This is was more than compensated by Question 5. 
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Question 1
Most candidates did well on this question, with a large majority giving a Level 3 answer. 
Candidates clearly know what an inference is and are able to back one up with support from 
the source. The most common inference was that John Ball believed in equality and the 
most common support for this was to quote 'Are we not all descended from Adam and Eve'. 
Sometimes this was used to justify the inference that Ball was a Christian. Some candidates 
repeated the same inference concerning equality, justifying it with reference to the contrast 
between the clothes, food and the working lives of rich and poor. Doing this did deny them 
the top mark as they needed to produce two separate inferences.

Other popular inferences concerned the assumption about the support that might be given 
by the young king, or the need to take action if that support was denied. Some candidates 
noted that Ball’s views were radical or even revolutionary and that he expressed the anger 
of the poor.

Candidates in general seemed to have learned to spend an appropriate amount of time on 
this question, saving time for later questions where more marks can be gained. Far fewer 
are giving unnecessary detail about the likely provenance of the source and very few are 
now confusing Source A with the Background Information, as has happened in the past.
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This is a Level 3 response. It makes 
several inferences and provides 
support from the source.

Examiner Comments

Make one inference with support: 5 marks.
Make two or more inferences with support: 6 marks.
Do not paraphrase the details from the source.

Examiner Tip
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Question 2
Most candidates reached a Level 2 with this question, really making inferences about what 
the picture showed about the rebels, some very speculative, rather than focusing on the 
impression that the artist was giving.  For this question too many candidates still take 
the visual evidence at face value and seek to describe it, rather than recognising that the 
producer of the source has a deliberate intention.  

Common statements concerned the vivid colours used by the artist, the darkness of the 
castle in the background and the fact that the rebels were in two groups. Views on these 
issues varied, the darkness of the castle indicating the rebels’ violent, dangerous and 
threatening intentions, and the rebels being in two groups indicating that they were in 
disagreement on how to proceed.  Candidates were divided over John Ball, some seeing him 
as strong but peaceful, attempting to prevent violence, others as stirring up a determined 
resistance. Quite a few candidates, particularly those reaching Level 3, recognised him as 
the dominant feature of the illustration. That he was painted on a larger scale than the 
peasants was recognised as an indication of his importance, as is shown in the example 
below:

From the illustration, there is an overall impression of positive strength and power shown by 
the artist. This is firstly shown through how the artist has made John Ball the focal point of 
the picture, portraying him as a very big man, much larger than all of the men looking up 
at him. This shows that the artist is trying to portray an overall impression of strength and 
capability of not only John Ball, but also of the rebels as a collective group. They have such 
a big, powerful leader.

Occasionally Ball was confused with Richard II and the event depicted confused with 
Richard’s meeting with the rebels, with one group seen as the king’s men, while the other 
were the rebels.

Other common interpretations, helping candidates reaching Level 3, were that the quality of 
clothing, armour and weapons indicated both the power and organisation of the rebels, that 
some of them were rich, and that the number of flags and banners indicated that the rebels 
were loyal and patriotic.
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This is a solid Level 3 response that focuses on the 
impression the author tries to give of the rebels' behaviour 
and makes effective use of the source in support.

Examiner Comments
Decide what impression is being made 
before you attempt to answer the question.
Use information and details from the 
source that support the impression given.
Comment on how the language used/ 
picture details support the impression.

Examiner Tip
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Question 3
Generally speaking candidates made a good attempt at this question. Answers which failed 
to consider all three sources were rare. A consideration of the contents of the sources, 
without reference to their nature, remained common this cycle, as in previous ones. 
More candidates than in previous years used the terms 'primary' and 'secondary', which 
is gratifying, but considerations of nature remain simplistic as in previous cycles, with 
candidates considering the recent statements of historians as less likely to be accurate 
because of their distance in time from the events that they describe. 

There were plenty of answers which matched the sources, often very carefully and 
accurately, but failed to reach a conclusion. Some candidates just considered each source in 
turn and considered whether it supported the statement about the rebels being a criminal 
mob and then, at the end as a conclusion, merely stated that this source did support or 
did not support the statement. However, some candidates made quite subtle judgements, 
recognising that there were elements of both a mob and an army about the rebels. Below is 
a particularly fine example of the subtle thinking of some candidates:

Again in Source C, it says that the leader for the rebels in Kent 'was not a peasant'. This 
suggests that people with higher authority were involved giving potential structure to the 
rebels as even the wealthy had  'complaints and grievances'. The article also states that 
the Kent rebels took over Canterbury. This suggests diplomatic strategies, something that 
a criminal mob wouldn’t have. The article also states that the rebels 'marched to London' 
suggesting an orderly formation achieved by structure.

The lesson for this question is that candidates will not achieve the very highest grades, 
however subtle and comprehensive their matching of sources, unless they produce a 
conclusion which addresses the issue of how far the sources support the judgement given in 
the question. An example of this kind of reasoning is:

Overall I think Sources B,C and D unanimously agree that the rebels were not mob like 
and that the revolt was in fact well organised. However, Sources C and D also suggest that 
despite the good organisation, their actions were evil and criminal. Sources B,C and D only 
agree so far that the rebels were not just a criminal mob.
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This is a good response that combines effective 
cross-referencing and focuses on content to 
make an assessment of the suggestion.
 This is a Level 3 response.

Examiner Comments

Make sure you cross-reference between all 3 
sources.
Avoid simply writing what each source shows.
Make use of both content and NOP in your answer.

Examiner Tip
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Question 4
As with Question three, a large number of candidates concentrated on the content of 
both sources, rather than their nature, although undoubtedly the numbers of candidates 
considering both is on the increase. Candidates tended to see E as more useful to the 
historian because of the detail that it provided. Some identified its clear description of 
events as evidence of its lack of bias, while others saw its description of the behaviour of 
Tyler as evidence that he deserved his fate. A large number of candidates concentrated on 
what the expressions on the faces depicted in Source F could tell us. The fact that it showed 
only a moment in time was also a common observation.

It was gratifying that so many candidates recognised that the illustration was completed 
between 80 and 100 years after the events that it depicts, although they did not always 
know what to make of this. Some were able to recognise that Froissart’s Chronicles were 
published shortly after the rebellion and that he was in England at the time. Interpretations 
of this could be quite ingenious if contradictory. It was claimed that as he was French, he 
would be unbiased as he had no personal interest in the events that he witnessed. Others 
considered that the experience of the Hundred Years War meant that he would be an 
opponent of the English Crown. Some considered that because he was French he would not 
understand the events he was observing. Generally there was little attempt to explain the 
link between Froissart’s Chronicles and the purpose of the artist of the illustration, although 
sometimes it was recognised that it was a disadvantage that we do not know who the artist 
was.

As with Source F, there was divided opinion on the provenance of Source E. Some 
candidates thought that monks, being Christian, could only tell the truth, others that a 
monk would automatically side with the Crown. Some candidates noted that the monk was 
from the North of England and speculated on whether he would know what had happened 
in the South and whether he was actually present at killing of Tyler. Here is an example of 
some careful thinking:

If the monk is relying on someone else to tell him what happened, it is only 18 years after 
the event, so the recounter’s memory is unlikely to have forgotten the key points in such 
time. However, it does seem to have a bias towards the king, describing his opponent, 
Tyler’s actions as 'very rude and disgusting', also saying that his resulting death was his 
own fault. This biased view may have come from one of the king’s inner circle as they were 
eye witnesses at the time. 

This means, although the monk writing would not be bending the truth, the person dictating 
events to him may be, so it is not entirely reliable to due to its perspective.
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This response looks at what both of 
the sources show and examines how 
their nature can determine their 
value. It achieved a Level 3 mark.

Examiner Comments

Make use of both content and Nature Origin 
and Purpose of each source.
Sources that are nearer the event are not 
necessarily more useful or reliable.
Avoid simple comments on either primary or 
secondary being better or worse.

Examiner Tip
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Question 5
There is no doubt that candidates struggled with this question and an awful lot achieved 
no higher than a Level 2. This was largely because they lacked knowledge of the kinds of 
sources that are available for the medieval period. Anachronisms abounded, particularly 
newspapers, diaries and even photographs. Some candidates could be rewarded for 
recognising the general lack of literacy in the period and that only the nobility and those 
in holy orders were likely to keep diaries. On the whole candidates were better with the 
difficulties of evidence than possibilities for research, although sometimes the difficulties 
suggested were quite basic, along the lines of all witnesses being dead and lots of evidence 
having been destroyed. However, examples could be found of critical thinking about the 
difficulties that historians face when attempting to research events that occurred a long 
time ago. Here is a candidate on the problems faced by Alison Weir:

Source G, to begin with, is a secondary source; it was published in 1995, many years after 
the Peasants’ Revolt. Although Alison Weir no doubt researched the revolt and the king’s 
actions thoroughly, using many different sources, it is impossible for Source G to provide an 
accurate account of the king’s behaviour during the revolt. The author of Source G can only 
judge the king’s bravery from the eye-witness accounts of others, which may be subjective, 
as Weir was not present at the time.

This candidate clearly recognises the work that a historian must do, but could also identify 
the problems of interpreting the evidence.

Some candidates did, however, show imagination and list appropriate sources: tapestries; 
folk songs; court records; parish records. Good candidates often drew on the sources used 
in the paper, chronicles, paintings, the writings of monks or the research of other historians.

The two lessons that emerged from this final 'The Work of the Historian”'paper is that many 
candidates still need to understand that historians have much to offer, that they do have a 
valuable perspective on the past, that they have received a technical training in the reading 
of sources, that they do research and weigh up the value of sources for particular kinds of 
enquiry, that they have the benefit of hindsight and that they build on the work of other 
historians. Finally, although perhaps no longer so relevant, it should be more recognised 
that candidates need to be more aware of the kind of sources available for the historian of 
the medieval period.
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This is a lower Level 4 response that identifies 
diificulties faced by the historian and possible 
evidence that could be used to test the hypothesis.

Examiner Comments

Answer Question 5 with enough time 
to spare as it is worth 19 marks.
Avoid reference to sources that could 
not have existed in the investigation.

Examiner Tip
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Paper Summary
Paper Summary

Based on their performance in this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

• plan to use your time well, spend longer on high mark questions

• answer all 5 questions

• make two or more inferences on question 1 and support them by using the source

• decide what the impression/message is in question 2 before answering the question

• cross reference the three sources in question 3 and comment on content and NOP

• use both sources using both content and NOP.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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